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                                IAM is the new security perimeter, guard it with Rapid7 insightCloudSec.
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							Christopher Hertz - Rapid7Vice President, Cloud Security Sales - Chris managed Madhul directly						
                              
						"I had the privilege of working with Madhul at 𝐑𝐚𝐩𝐢𝐝7 where he played a key and important role in helping enterprise customers achieve continuous security and compliance for their public cloud systems using the DivvyCloud/ InsightCloudSec product. 

He impressed me with his dedication to delivering great experiences and value to customers. Additionally, he is one of the rare people who can take complex technical and security concepts and make them accessible to a diverse audience from technical professionals to executives. He helped make Rapid7 a leader in the cloud security category through his ability to understand customers complex challenges and needs, and solve these using Rapid7 technologies."
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							Alan Marshall - Fujitsu AustraliaICT Infrastructure Professional with NV1 Security Clearance - Alan was a client of Madhul’s						
                              
						"Madhul has provided architectural and technical guidance to me on a number of Veeam based projects at Fujitsu, the largest being design of a new BaaS solution. 

I've found Madhul to be very knowledgeable and extremely diligent in providing design reviews, responding to queries etc. and if he doesn't know the answer straight away he will certainly find it for me quickly. He has an excellent ability to be able to clearly explain complex technologies and the pros and cons of the different available options. 

Madhul is highly professional and has been very flexible in providing timely assistance where this has been urgently required and his assistance has been immense. Madhul has been very personable and easy to work with and I look forward to working together with him on more projects in future."
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							Lambros Pasialis - Insurance Australia GroupServer Engineer at IAG - Lambros was a client of Madhul's						
                              
						"Madhul is hard worker and a very motivated professional who has exceptional skills in working with customers and achieving goals set in an enterprise business. 

As a contact, Madhul always strives to be available and get things done, knowing that this is key to supporting large businesses. I highly recommend his skill sets and his professional attitude towards all parties involved, and makes a hard task at hand much more manageable."
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							Nikolay Dzhilinskiy - NTTSenior Systems Engineer - Madhul worked with Nikolay in the same group at Telstra						
                              
						"I have worked with Madhul for quite some time now and really value his skills and knowledge in the field of ICT Solutions architecture/design. Madhul is one of few people who keep on top of things and is always working to keep his skills updated in this rapidly changing ICT industry.

I would like to endorse him for his in-depth knowledge of ICT Solutions/technologies and Project Management skills. Moreover his readiness to share his experience/knowledge by taking the initiative to organise cross-skill training sessions with other SMEs and members of the team is highly appreciated and valued."
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							Ganesh Doddi - BUPASenior Infrastructure Engineer - Ganesh was a client of Madhul						
                              
						"Madhul is a highly dedicated professional in the Disaster Recovery area who demonstrated the ability to communicate at all levels, manage complex relationships and show respect for stakeholders at all times. 

He assisted us in the deployment of Zerto and associated with developing a DR solution based on Zerto and continually showed professionalism, always going the extra mile."
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							Bharat Bhooshan - VicTrackSenior Systems Engineer - Bharath was a client of Madhul’s						
                              
						"Madhul is a brilliant Pre-Sales Engineer. His technical and interpersonal skills as well as his outstanding communication skills helped us deliver a complex DRaaS solution to a project on time and to our customers best satisfaction. Madhul is highly knowledgeable in his domain of expertise and has an innate ability to lead and deliver high-quality solutions.

I enjoyed working with Madhul both professionally and as a friend, I would highly recommend Madhul and his work to anyone."
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